HEADLINE SUMMARY - MAR 6, 1957

CZECHOSLOVAK:
RUDE PRIVO OF TODAY BROUGHT THE CLOSING PART OF DOLANSKY REPORT ON NAT. ECONOMY DELIVERED AT THE CCCP SESSION ON FEB 27, 28 1957.

POLISH:
RAPACKI AND GROMYKO SIGNED THE AGREEMENT ON THE BORDER LINE SETTLEMENT IN THE BALTIIC SEA AREA.
A PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENTS OF NUCLEAR ENERGY HAS BEEN WORKED OUT. SECURITY AUTHORITIES LIQUIDATED A GANG LED BY S. MACMOWKA.

HUNGARIAN:
SEVERAL PERSONS WERE REHABILITATED ON PROPOSAL OF THE LEGALITY COUNCIL.
NEW MINISTER OF EDUCATION G. KALLAI EXPRESSED HIS WISH TO REMOVE THE COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY INFLUENCE FROM THE MASSES OF INTELLIGENTSI.
ADJUSTMENT OF WAGES AND BONUSES FOR WORKERS IN INDUSTRY WILL BE EFFECTIVE MAR 1, 57.

BULGARIAN:
CCCP APPEAL ON THE OCCASION OF THE WOMEN'S DAY - MAR 8, 57.
CELEBRATION OF THE 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF RABOTNICHESKO DELO.
ALBANIAN — (March 6—TIRANA: 0640) ZERI I POULLIT EDITORIALLY DEPLORING THAT LAST YEAR TEN MILLION LEK OF FOODSTUFFS WERE BANNED FROM SALE, AS RESULT OF HEALTH MEASURES.—

GERMAN — NEW US AMBASSADOR BRUCE WILL ACTIVATE ESPIONAGE STATION RFE AND RESTORE THE REPUTATION OF THIS STATION (MARCH 5, 1900 HRS), DSENDER. DSENDER (MARCH 5, 1910 HRS), MARTIN RADMANN ATTACKS OLLENHAUER AND HIS STATEMENTS IN US AS CONTRARY TO THE DECISIONS OF THE SPD PARTY CONGRESS.—

RUSSIAN — PRAVDA LEADER CRITICIZES SHORTCOMINGS IN CATTLE BREEDING STEMMING FROM POOR MANAGEMENT AND FAILURE IN USE OF RESERVES. EVEN LOSSES IN THE NUMBER OF CATTLE HAVE BEEN OBSERVED IN SOME REGIONS. ALSO SOVKHOZES ARE LAGGING IN CATTLE-BREEDING AND ESPECIALLY IN MEAT PRODUCTION.—

YUGOSLAV — RADIO AND PRESS GIVE PROMINENCE TO THE VISIT OF THE YUGO FOREIGN SECRETARY KOCA POPOVIC TO BELGIUM, AND TO THE STAY OF THE YUGO PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION IN GREAT BRITAIN. YUGO ENVOY TO JORDAN CALLED ON JORDANIAN KING, PREMIER AND FOREIGN MINISTER.—

THE PRESIDENT OF THE CROATIAN ASSEMBLY, BAKARIRC, SPOKE AT A CONSULTATION ON CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN INVESTMENT POLICY, HOUSING CONSTRUCTION AND AGRICULTURE.—

ROMANIAN — (March 6—BUC: 0815) MARKING THE TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY TODAY OF PEOPLE'S REGIME IN ROMANIA, SCANTEIA ATTACKS GEN. RADESCU AND THE IMPERIALISTS SUPPORTING HIM. CONCLUDES THAT PEOPLE'S REGIME WAS SET UP NOT BY LISTENING TOO MUCH TO LESSONS (OF DEMOCRACY) GIVEN BY THE US MILLIARDARY POLITICIANS NOR BY ROMANIAN MILLIONAIRES ESCAPED BEYOND THE BORDERS.

RUSSIAN BULLETIN MARCH 6, 1957.—

POOR EXAMPLES OF KOMSOMOL MEMBERS.—

MOSCOW (1100 HRS), KOMSOMOLSKAYA PRAVDA PUBLISHED A LETTER TO EDITORIAL OFFICE FROM COMRADE FEDOSEYEV WORKING IN THE URAIS HEAVY MACHINEBUILDING PLANT IN SVERDLOVSK. THE AUTHOR OF THE LETTER DESCRIBES POOR EXAMPLES OF KOMSOMOL MEMBERS WHICH PUT A BLAME ON THE WHOLE ORGANIZATION. KOMSOMOL MEMBERS WHO POSSESS A KOMSOMOL CARD BUT HAVE NO KOMSOMOL SOUL ONLY WHAT HONEST MEMBERS, AND THE POPULATION SHOWS DISTRUST TO ALL KOMSOMOLOTS AND THEIR HONESTY. EVEN KOMSOMOL MEMBERS THEMSELVES SOMETIMES DO NOT WANT TO MAKE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM AND THOSE WHO ARE NOT MEMBERS OF KOMSOMOL. (NOTE: CHARACTERISTIC DETAILS AND PARTS OF CONVERSATION ARE CONTAINED IN THE BROADCAST).
URGENT AGRICULTURAL TASKS.

Moscow (March 6, 8700 hrs), Today's Pravda Leader is titled "Urgent Business of Agricultural Workers". The article is written in connection with the appeal of agricultural workers of the Molokhaya Region to all Soviet agricultural workers concerning socialist emulation in the domain of meat and deliveries to the state and of execution of the tasks of the Sixth Five-Year Plan ahead of schedule. The workers of the Molokhaya Region pledged themselves to deliver in 1957 from Kolchokes and Sovkhozes of the region not less than two times as much meat (including four to five times more pork), and one-and-a-half times more milk than last year.

POOR TEMPO OF DEVELOPMENT.

After stressing successes scored by Ukrainian Kolchokes and Sovkhozes in agricultural workers in Molkavskaya SSR, the Moskovskaya, Krasnoskaya and Ryazanskaya Regions, Pravda says:

"However, the tempo of development of Kolchokes and Sovkhozes still cannot be considered as satisfactory."

Number of cattle is growing with delay in many districts of the country, the productivity of animals is as before. Kolchokes and Sovkhozes produce insufficient quantities of meat, wool, eggs per 100 hectares of land. One of the most important and complex tasks in agriculture continues to remain the task concerning the increase of meat production.

PRODUCTION LAGS.

Many Kolchokes and Sovkhozes of the Russian Federation lagging in production of meat, wool, and eggs. During the last year, the Republic has obtained only a little more meat than in 1955, especially bad is the situation of cattle-breeding in the Kubyshevskaya, Novgorodskaya, Kurskaya, Bryanskaya, and Kostromskaya Regions, and also in the number of districts of Siberia, Volga area, and the far.

GUilt OF MANAgERS.

The slow tempo of the growth of the output of animal products, especially of meat, is the consequence of the fact that the managers of party, soviet, and agricultural agencies of many regions and autonomous republic of the Russian Federation work for expansion of the output of raw materials without proper efforts, poorly introduce to practice the experience of frontrankers, badly use serious reserves of Kolchokes and Sovkhozes.

POOR VIRGIN LAND PRODUCTION.

After stressing the possibilities of the Kazakhskaya SSR and by the reclamation of virgin land, concerning the creation of the biggest cattle-breeding base, Pravda says:

"These possibilities are used in a poor way. In the production of meat here not only did not increase, even declined."

UNUSED RESERVES AND LOSSES.

Khirghizia and Kazakhstan have very favorable conditions for rearing and fattening horned cattle and poultry. Tens of thousands of cattle heads can be fattened on the pasture of these republics each year. Pravda then says:

"But this business has been organized here in an unbelievably poor way. In 1956 the Khirghizskaya SSR, for instance, produced much less meat than was foreseen by the plan."

This happened because Kolchokes and Sovkhozes of the republic have allowed a decline of the number of big cattle and have failed to secure proper organization of fattening of animals."
LOW YIELDS OF MAIZE - AFTER STRESSING THE IMPORTANCE OF MAIZE AS FODDER,
PRAVDA CONTINUES AS FOLLOWS:
"HOWEVER, SERIOUS ATTENTION HAS NOT BEEN DEVOTED EVERYWHERE TO MAIZE CULTIVATION. IN A NUMBER OF KOLKHOZES AND SOVKHOZES, DUE TO POOR CULTIVATION, VERY LOW YIELDS HAVE BEEN OBTAINED, AND LOSSES DURING HARVEST AND STORAGE OF MAIZE ARE ALLOWED. ALL THIS INFlicts GREAT LOSSES TO THE STATE, KOLKHOZES AND KOLKHOZNIKS."

ALSO SOVKHOZES ARE LAGGING - SOVKHOZES ARE CALLED TO CONTRIBUTE CONSIDERABLY TO THE FULFILLMENT OF THE TASKS OF THE SIXTH FIVE-YEAR PLAN CONCERNING THE INCREASE OF PRODUCTION OF MEAT, MILK AND OTHER PRODUCTS.

"IN THE LAST FEW YEARS SOVKHOZES HAVE CONSIDERABLY INCREASED THE GLOBAL COLLECTION OF GRAIN. HOWEVER, THEY ARE STILL LAGGING IN CATTLE-BREEDING, AND ESPECIALLY IN MEAT PRODUCTION."

PRAVDA CONCLUDES BY CALLING FOR ELIMINATION OF SHORTCOMINGS, FOR LIQUIDATION OF DECLINE IN THE NUMBER OF CATTLE, FOR DISCONTINUATION OF NON-ECONOMICAL MANAGEMENT, ETC. PARTY, SOVIET, TRADE UNION, AND KOMSOMOL ORGANIZATIONS ARE CALLED DECISIVELY TO IMPROVE THEIR WORK AMONG CATTLE-BREEDERS, AND TO SECURE ABSOLUTE FULFILLMENT OF PLANS BY EACH KOLKHOZ AND SOVKHOZ, AS WELL AS TO EFFECT A SHARP TURN IN MEAT PRODUCTION.

2. DOMESTIC NEWS - MOSCOW [MARCH 5, 1600 HRS], THE USSR MINISTERIAL COUNCIL NAMED THE KHARKOV TRANSPORT MACHINEBUILDING PLANT AFTER MALYSHEV, IN CONNECTION WITH THE SERVICES OF MALYSHEV IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MACHINEBUILDING.

MOSCOW [MARCH 5, 2230 HRS], THE POWERFUL MINE "SAKSAGAN" WITH A CAPACITY OF 3,500,000 TONS OF ORE WILL BE OPENED THIS YEAR IN THE KRIIVO ROK BASIN.

3. NEWS SUMMARY - USRB TRADE REPRESENTATIVE IN GDR SERDIUKOV GAVE RECEPTION IN LEIPZIG; WORKERS MEETING IN MOSCOW DEVOTED TO GDR NATIONAL FRONT DELEGATION; USSR-POLISH AGREEMENT ON DEMARKATION LINE; SOVIET TU DELEGATION LEFT BUDAPEST FOR MOSCOW; ROSENBERG AND EDELMIROV HANDED OVER GREETING MESSAGE OF LOBANOV AND DAVIS TO GHANA LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY; CONGRESS OF SOVIET ARTISTS CONTINUED.

CZECHOSLOVAK MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS MAR 5, 6, 1957 PRAGUE I UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. CLOSING PART OF DOLENSKY'S REPORT ON NAT. ECONOMY
(MAR 6, 0510 HRS) TODAY'S RUE DECISION BROUGHT THE CLOSING PART
OF DOLENSKY'S REPORT ON NATIONAL ECONOMY. /CCCP SESSION 27-28 FEB
THE CZSL. ECONOMY HAS TO SOLVE A "SERIOUS PROBLEM" TO OVERCOME
PERSISTENT DIFFICULTIES AND FORM CONDITIONS FOR FURTHER EXPANSION
OF PRODUCTION AND LIVING STANDARD.
SUCCESSFUL REALIZATION OF THESE TASKS WILL HAVE DECISIVE IMPOR-
TANCE FOR STRENGTHENING OF THE SOCIALIST REGIME IN CZ.
ALL FORCES MUST BE UNITED FOR INCREASE OF ENTIRE EFFICIENCY
OF THE CZSL. ECONOMY, FAST GROWTH OF THE LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY,
MAXIMAL AND MOST REASONABLE EXPLOITATION OF ALL ECONOMIC SOURCES.
GROWTH AND COMPOSITION OF THE CZSL. PRODUCTION MUST BE CAREFULLY
DIRECTED WITH STRESS LAID ON FAST PROGRESS OF FUEL, ENERGETICS
AND METALLURGIC SECTORS.
ALL SEVEN POINTS OF THE REPORT ARE BRIEFLY RECALLED IN FORM
OF A DECALOGUE.
ALL THE MEASURES MUST BE CAREFULLY PLANNED ACCORDING TO CONDITIONS AND "CHARACTERS" OF RESPECTIVE SECTORS, I.E. ALL CONCLUSIONS MUST BE DRAWN ACCORDING TO A CONCRETE ANALYSIS. ALL UP-TO-DATE EXPERIENCES MUST BE USED AND BROAD CIRCLES OF EXPERTS MUST PARTICIPATE.

WE HAVE TO START IMMEDIATELY. ALL NECESSARY POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ARE FAVOURABLE.

THE CzSL. ECONOMIC POWER WILL BE FURTHER STRENGTHENED THROUGH FURTHER EXPANSE OF TRADE WITH USSR AND OTHER COUNTRIES OF THE SOCIALIST BLOC. THE CzSL. WORKING MASSES ARE UNITED AND DECIDED TO BUILD SOCIALISM AND THIS IS A GUARANTEE THAT UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF THE PARTY ALL POWERS OF THE NATION WILL BE EVEN MORE UNITED FOR REALIZATION OF ALL TASKS.

THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT WE WILL OVERCOME ALL DIFFICULTIES BECAUSE WE ARE ALL AWARE OF THE FACT THAT ONCE ON OUR WAY TO SOCIALISM WE SIMPLY HAVE TO OVERCOME DIFFICULTIES AND OBSTACLES.

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(MAR 5, 1600 HRS) CzSL. DELEGATION, HEADED BY MINISTER OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY JOSEF FUCIK, DEPARTED FOR WARSAW. THE DELEGATION WILL GET ACQUAINTED WITH PROGRESS IN THE PRODUCTION OF SULPHUR.
(MAR 5, 1900 HRS) CzSL. DELEGATION, LED BY MINISTER OF TRADE DVORAK, AND COMPOSED OF: J. JIROUSEK, M. VEJUMLKA AND E. KUNIES LEFT FOR CAIRO. POSSIBILITIES OF FURTHER EXPANSE OF TRADE RELATIONS WILL BE DISCUSSED.
(MAR 5, 2200 HRS BRATISLAVA AND MAR 6, 0500 HRS PRAGUE) MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS DAVID TODAY RECEIVED A. ASMANY, AMBASSADOR EXTRAORDINARY AND PLeniPATENTIARY OF THE INDONESIAN REPUBLIC.

3. DOMESTIC NEWS
(MAR 5, 0500 HRS) PEOPLE'S COURT IN BRATISLAVA YESTERDAY ANNOUNCED THE VERDICTS OVER A GROUP OF PERSONS, EMPLOYEES OF ENTERPRISE CHEMA, WHO WERE STEALING "STATE PROPERTY". O. PETROVIC RECEIVED THE HIGHEST SENTENCE - 4 AND 1/2 YEARS IN PRISON.
(MAR 5, 1900 HRS) A "SUBSTANTIAL" PART OF THE NATIONAL ENTERPRISE UP IN BUCKOVICE (BROMO AREA) WAS DAMAGED BY FIRE.
3 PERSONS DIED AND 15 WERE WOUNDED BY THE FIRE WHICH CAUSED GREAT DAMAGES. "FAULTY ELECTRICITY POWER LINE" IS MENTIONED AS CAUSE OF THE FIRE.
(MAR 5, 2200 HRS AND 2200 HRS BRATISLAVA) FOREIGN COMMITTEE TODAY SUBMITTED FOR APPROVAL TO THE NA THE PROTOCOL ON NORMALIZATION OF RELATIONS WITH JAPAN AND THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN CSR AND USSR ON BORDER ZONE CONTACT.
(MAR 5, 1230 HRS BRATISLAVA) ALSO TODAY'S SLOVAK PRAVDA DEALS WITH PROBLEMS OF THE CzSL. ECONOMY AND STRESSES THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE FUEL SECTOR.

POLISH MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
MAR 5, 1957
WARSAW. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. EARLY MORNING BRIEFS - MAR 6.
RAPACKI AND CROMYK Signed AGREEMENT ON THE BORDER LINE SETTLEMENT IN THE BALTIc SEA AREA.
CYPRIANKIEWICZ SENT A CABLE TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF GANA CONGRATULATING HIM ON THE OCCASION OF THE COUNTRY'S INDEPENDENCE. CC OF PZPR APPOINTED LEON KASMAN CHIEF EDITOR OF TRYBUNA LUDU, W. BOROSIKI AND K. KOROTYNSKI BECAME DEPUTIES.
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS NAMED KAZIMIER MIJAL DIRECTOR OF THE INVESTMENT BANK.
2. FOREIGN RELATIONS
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS AND WARSAW III 2200 HRS) A DELEGATION OF THE
FINLAND - POLAND ASSOCIATION ARRIVED IN WARSAW.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) THE CZECHOSLOVAK DELEGATION LED BY MINISTER
FOR CHEMICAL INDUSTRY J. FUKY HAS ARRIVED IN WARSAW.
(MAR 5, 2200 HRS) 15 STUDENTS OF THE PARIS SORBONNE WILL ARRIVE
IN CRACOW ON APRIL 1. A GROUP OF POLISH STUDENTS WILL SHORTLY VISIT
PARIS.

3. DRAFT ON DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
(MAR 5, 1900 HRS AND WARSAW II 2000 HRS) A DRAFT OF A PLAN
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR ENERGY HAS BEEN PASSED AT THE JOINT
SESSION OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR NUCLEAR ENERGY AND THE
APPROPRIATE PLAN COMMITTEE.

4. DOMESTIC NEWS
(MAR 5, WARSAW III 2200 HRS AND WARSAW I 2300 HRS) S. GALL
INFORMED REPORTERS AT A PRESS CONFERENCE ABOUT THE REORGANIZATION
OF THE POLISH FOREIGN TRADE.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) A DANGEROUS GANG WHICH COMMITTED MURDERS
AND ROBBERIES IN THE BIALYSTOK VOIVODSHIP HAS BEEN LIQUIDATED.
THE SECURITY AUTHORITIES ANOUNCED THAT THE LEADER OF THIS GANG
STANISLAW MARCHUCKA /RYSA/ HAS BEEN KILLED IN THIS ACTION.
(MAR 5, 2300 HRS) A COMMISSION FOR STUDYING THE HISTORY
OF THE ZHP WAS ESTABLISHED IN BYTOM.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) A GENERAL CENSUS IS TO BE ORGANIZED
THROUGHOUT POLAND TOWARDS THE END OF 1958.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) THE NUMBER OF ARTISAN WORKSHOPS IN POLAND
HAS EXCEEDED 10,000. THEY EMPLOY SOME 154,000 PERSONS.
(MAR 5, 1900 HRS) SOME 33 FARMING COOPERATIVES HAVE BEEN
REGISTERED IN LOWER SILESIA AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS YEAR.
12 NEW ONES HAVE BEEN RECENTLY FOUNDED.
(MAR 5, WARSAW II 2000 HRS AND WARSAW I 2100 HRS) MINISTER
KURYLUK GAVE A FESTIVE RECEPTION IN HONOUR OF THE "MAZOWSCZE".
PRESENT WERE MEMBERS OF THE POLISH GOVERNMENT AND THE BRITISH
AMBASSADOR TO POLAND.
(MAR 5, WARSAW II 2200 HRS) ACCORDING TO DEFENSE MINISTRY
ALL ARMY OFFICERS WILL HAVE TO PASS THE FINAL EXAMINATION
SECONDARY SCHOOL/ BY 1961.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) THE INACTIVITY OF CERTAIN PARTY ORGANIZATIONS
IN POMORZE HAS BEEN REVEALED AT A PLENUM OF THE PZPR VOIVODSHIP
COMMITTEE IN BYDGOSZCZ.
(MAR 5, 0600 HRS) IN THE NISKO AND KOLEBUSZOW DISTRICTS THE
ABUSE OF PRIVILEGES IN GRANTING RELEASE TO PEASANTS HAS BEEN
REPORTED.

5. HOMELAND RADIO BROADCASTS
(MAR 5, 0730 HRS KRAJ) POLEMICS WITH THE "ORZEL BIALY" ON THE
SUBJECT OF THE KIDNAPPING OF BIASECKI'S SON. "NEGLECTED GOLD
VEIN" - A COMMENTARY BY ANDRZEJ MULARCZYK ON THE POLISH
SHIP BUILDING ASSOCIATION AND THE OFFERS OF POLONIA.
ANSWER TO "NARODOWIEC" ON THE SUBJECT OF MIKOŁAJCZYK'S POPULARITY.

M. K. TARIAN - MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
MARCH 5-6, 1957 - KOSZUTH RADIO UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED

1. REHABILITATIONS
(MAR 5, 1600 HRS) TODAY'S ISSUE OF THE PAPER ESTI WIRALP
REPORTS ON TODAY'S SESSION OF THE LEGALITY COUNCIL AT WHICH SEVERAL
SENTENCES ON REHABILITATION CASES WERE PASSED.

THE LEGALITY COUNCIL OF THE SUPREME COURT WAS BEGIN TO EXAMINE THOSE INJUST SENTENCES OF THE PAST YEARS WHICH THE PRESIDENT OF THE SUPREME COURT OR THE ATTORNEY-GENERAL HAS FOUND ILLEGAL.

AT TODAY'S SESSION, AMONG OTHERS, DR. GABOR SZENTPETERI, FORMER JUDGE OF THE BUDAPEST DISTRICT COURT, WAS ACQUITTED BECAUSE OF LACK OF DELICTS. IN 1951, DR. SZENTPETERI WAS SENTENCED TO A 7-YEAR PENITENTIARY TERM AND FORFEITURE OF PROPERTY, BECAUSE OF FAVORING ORGANIZING OF SUBVERSIVE ACTIVITIES. IT WAS ESTABLISHED THAT THE SENTENCE WAS BASED ONLY ON THE STATEMENTS OF THE DEFENDANT.

OFFICIAL MARGIT NYIRIKOVICS, AGED 30 YEARS, WAS ACQUITTED ALSO. MARGIT NYIRIKOVICS WAS SENTENCED TO A 12-YEAR PENITENTIARY TERM IN 1950 FOR TREASON. IT WAS ESTABLISHED THAT THE DEFENDANT PARTIALLY DID NOT COMMIT THE CRIME, WHAT SHE DID COMMIT WAS SO UNIMPORTANT THAT IT DOES NOT WARRANT EVEN THE SMALLEST PUNISHMENT.

ALSO IN SEVERAL OTHER CASES THE LEGALITY COUNCIL ACQUITTED SEVERAL OTHER PERSONS OR CHANGED THE VERDICTS.

2. GYULA KALLAI ON TASKS OF MINISTRY OF CULTURE.

(MAR 5 - 2200 HRS) NEWLY APPOINTED MINISTER OF CULTURE GYULA KALLAI TODAY TOOK UP HIS OFFICE. IN HIS INTRODUCTORY SPEECH, HE STRESSES THE NEED FOR SYSTEMATIC IDEOLOGICAL WORK IN ORDER TO REMOVE COMPLETELY THE COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY INFLUENCE FROM THE MASSES OF THE INTELLIGENTSIA. HE STATED THAT THE COUNTER-REVOLUTION HAD CENTERED ITS ATTACK ON EDUCATION, MAINLY ON RELIGIOUS AND LANGUAGE TEACHING, BUT APPROPRIATE STEPS HAVE BEEN TAKEN OR ARE BEING TAKEN TO REPEL THESE ATTACKS. SPEAKING ON MATTERS CONNECTED WITH ARTISTIC LIFE, KALLAI STRESSES THAT PARTY AND STATE DIRECTION CANNOT BE GIVEN UP. NOT THE FACT OF DIRECTION, BUT FAULTY METHODS APPLIED IN THE PAST MUST BE CHANGED.

3. BISHOPS' CONFERENCE.

(MAR 5 - 2200 HRS) UNDER CHAIRMANSHIP OF ARCHBISHOP JOZSEF GROESZ, THE ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOPS HELD A CONFERENCE TODAY AT WHICH TOPICAL QUESTIONS WERE DISCUSSED. THE CONFERENCE WAS ATTENDED, AMONG OTHERS, BY LAJOS SHOY, BISHOP OF SZEKESFEHERVAR; BERTALAN BADALIK, BISHOP OF VESZPREM; AND VINCE KOVACS, DIACONAL BISHOP OF VAG.

4. ADJUSTMENT OF WAGES AND BONUSES IN INDUSTRY.

(MAR 5 - 2200 HRS) NTI REPORTS ON AN ADJUSTMENT ON WAGES AND BONUSES FOR INDUSTRIAL BUILDING AND LOCAL INDUSTRIAL TECHNICAL PERSONNEL, WHICH WILL COME INTO FORCE ON MAR 1ST. BASIC WAGES ARE TO BE INCREASED BY AN AVERAGE OF 226 FORINTS, AND BONUSES EARNED BY 100 PER CENT. PLAN FULFILLMENT WILL BE ADDED TO THE BASIC WAGES. THE BONUS SYSTEM WILL BE ABOLISHED AND A NEW SYSTEM OF PAYING REWARDS WILL BE INTRODUCED, A MONTHLY TOTAL OF 22 MILLION FORINTS IS TO BE DEVOTED TO THIS PURPOSE. THE REWARD MAY AMOUNT TO A MAXIMUM OF 50 PERCENT OF THE RECIPIENT'S BASIC WAGES AND CANNOT BE LESS THAN 200 FORINTS PER MONTH. ENTERPRISES MAY FREELY DISPOSE OF ONE OR TWO-THIRDS OF FUNDS SLATED FOR REWARDS; REMAINDER SHOULD BE USED FOR ATTAINMENT OF VARIOUS PRODUCTION GOALS.

ONE OF THE PARAMOUNT PRINCIPLES IN EFFECTING THE PAY INCREASES IS THE LESSENING OF DISCREPANCIES BETWEEN EARNINGS OF WORKERS AND TECHNICAL STAFF, THEY ALSO SHOULD GIVE EXPRESSION TO APPRECIATION FOR HIGHER PROFESSIONAL SKILL AND GREATER EXPERIENCE.

5. ATTACK ON VOA.

(MAR 5 - 2000 HRS - SZULOEOEOLENEK) BROADCAST OPEN LETTER BY MR. LAJOS TURI COMMENTING ON A PROGRAM OF THE VOICE OF AMERICA. LETTER IS ADDRESSED TO CLERGYMAN ISTVAN ZAMBORI, VOA, AND VOICES OF ATTACK AGAINST THE INCITEMENT OF HUNGARIAN CHILDREN. LETTER
STRESSES THAT RUSSIAN LANGUAGE CLASSES HAVE BEEN RESUMED AT WHICH ATTENDANCE IS FAIRLY LARGE AND WARNS TO LEAVE HUNGARIAN CHILDREN ALONE.

6. MISCELLANEOUS BRIEFS
(MAR 5 - 2000 HRS) ON MAR 5TH, 3-MEMBER IUS DELEGATION SIGNED AN AGREEMENT WITH THE HUNGARIAN UNIVERSITY AND THE MEFESZ. IT PROVIDES THAT THE SECRETARIAT OF IUS ASSURES HUNGARIAN YOUTH THE RIGHT TO SEND LARGER DELEGATION TO INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES, SPORT AND CULTURAL EVENTS. FOR IMPROVEMENT OF STUDY AND LIVING CONDITIONS OF HUNGARIAN YOUTH, THE IUS MADE AVAILABLE 50,000 CZECH CROWNS.

(MAR 5 - 2000 HRS) ON MAR 5TH, SPECIAL COUNCIL OF BARANYA COUNTY COURT OPENED TRIAL OF ISTVAN SZABO AND FIVE OTHER RESIDENTS OF APATVARAD CHARGED WITH MURDER, ARMED PLOTTING TO OVERTHROW STATE ORDER, CONCEALMENT OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION, INCITEMENT AND OTHER CRIMES.

(MAR 5 - 2200 HRS) A CULTURAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN BULGARIAN AND HUNGARY HAS BEEN SIGNED. IT PROVIDES FOR EXCHANGE VISITS OF SCIENTISTS, WRITERS, ARTISTS, AND OTHER CULTURAL EXPERTS, AMONG OTHER THINGS.

(MAR 5 - 2200 HRS) ACCORDING TO A COMMUNIQUE FROM THE MINISTRY OF HEAVY INDUSTRY ISSUED ON MAR 5TH, TOTAL COAL PRODUCTION IN FEBRUARY AMOUNTED TO 1,434,613 TONS -- 112 PERCENT PLAN FULFILLMENT. DAILY OUTPUT WAS 59,276 TONS.

(MAR 5 - 1200 HRS) IN THE NEXT FEW DAYS, A DELEGATION OF THE HUNGARIAN TRANSPORT AND POSTAL SERVICES MINISTRY WILL DEPART FOR AUSTRIA IN ORDER TO NEGOTIATE RETURN OF TRUCKS AND AUTOMOBILES WHICH WERE TAKEN TO AUSTRIA DURING THE LAST FEW MONTHS.

(MAR 6 - 1000 HRS - PRESS REVIEW) TODAY'S PAPERS REPORT THAT ON MARCH 2 IN THE EVENING TWO ARMED YOUNG MEN ATTACKED A POLICEMAN FOSTERED IN FRONT OF THE AMERICAN EMBASSY IN BUDAPEST. THE ATTACKERS FIRED A SHOT FROM A PISTOL AT THE POLICEMAN SCRATCHING HIS THROAT. THE BULLET HIT THE GATE OF THE EMBASSY BUILDING. AN INVESTIGATION IS BEING CONDUCTED.

RUMANIAN MARCH 5 -- 6, 1957

1. AGER PRESS BRIEFS.
(MARCH 5 - 1335) RPR-HUNGARIAN TALKS FOR PUBLICATION OF BOOKS (1) - RUMANIAN SCULPTOR WINS PRIZE FOR MONUMENT TO ENEŞCU (2) - BACAU PUPPETS THEATRE (3) - MEDICAL TREATMENT BY RADIO-ACTIVITY IN BUCHAREST (4) - MORE ON MEDICAL TREATMENT (5) - WOMEN IN EDUCATION (6) - RPR PUPILS WORK DISPLAYED AT INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITIONS (7) - MAGAZINE "TODAY'S RUMANIA" (8) - SOVIETS GOODS ARRIVED IN RPR (9) - FREE TIME OF YOUTH (10) - CHIVU STOICA'S TELEGRAM TO GHANA PREMIER (11).
2. SOCIALIST COLLABORATION.—
(MARCH 5-BUCH: 2100) IN MOSCOW, RPR, BULGARIA, PEOPLE'S
CHINA, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, KOREAN DR, GDR, MONGOLIA, POLAND AND
HUNGARY HAVE DISCUSSED THE FILMING IN COMMON OF A WIDE
DOCUMENTARY DEVOTED TO FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTO-
BER REVOLUTION.—

3. RPR TU DELEGATION IN HUNGARY.—
(MARCH 6-BUCH: 0700) YESTERDAY THE RPR TU DELEGATION NOW
IN HUNGARY, VISITED THE MAVAG PLANTS, STATE PLANTS FOR
RAILROAD MACHINERY, BEING ACCOMPANIED BY CHAIRMAN
OF SYNDICATE OF WORKERS OF STEELWORKING INDUSTRY MARTIN FE-
RINC, AND CHAIRMAN OF SYNDICATE OF WORKERS OF METALLUR-
GIC INDUSTRY HAMMERAL JOSEFJO.—
VISITING THE MOST IMPORTANT DEPARTMENTS OF MAVAG PLANTS, THE
RPR DELEGATION APPRECIATED THE EFFORTS OF ABOUT 18,000 WORKERS IN OR-
DER TO REACH SHORTLY THE LEVEL OF PRODUCTION REACHED
PRIOR TO THE OEC. 23 HAPPENINGS.—
CHIEF-ENGINEER OF THE PLANTS THEN PRESENTED COMRADE GH. APOSTEL WITH AN ALBUM OF PHOTOS ILLUS-
TRATING THE MOST IMPORTANT ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE PLANTS
AFTER LIBERATION.—
IN TAKING LEAVE, COMRADE APOSTEL THANKED ON BEHALF OF DELE-
GATION FOR FRIENDSHIP SHOWN TO THEM AND FOR EXPLANA-
TIONS RECEIVED CONCERNING THE ACTIVITY OF THE PLANTS,
AND EXPRESSED DESIRE THAT BROTHERLY RELATIONS MAY BE
REALIZED NOT ONLY BETWEEN SYNDICATES BUT ALSO BETWEEN ENTERPRISES OF THE SAME KIND. HE SAID IN PART
"WE WILL DO OUR UTMOST TO CONTRIBUTE TO CONSOLIDA-
TION OF FRIENDSHIP AND COLLABORATION BETWEEN OUR NATIONS".
IN THE AFTERNOON, THE RPR DELEGATION MET WITH
LEADERS OF THE UNION OF SYNDICATES OF THE WORKERS
OF METALLURGIC INDUSTRY. IN TALKS, WHICH TOOK PLACE
IN ATMOSPHERE OF FRIENDSHIP AND COLLABORATION, THE RPR
DELEGATION WAS INFORMED ON THE CURRENT PREOCCUPATIONS
OF MAGYAR SYNDICATES.—

4. FOREIGN RELATIONS.—
(MARCH 5-BUCH: 2100) BY NOTES EXCHANGED AT THE INDONE-
SIAN EMBASSY IN PEKING TODAY, RPR AND INDONESIA
APPROVED THE TRADE ACCORD SIGNED IN BUCHAREST, NOV. 27, 1956.—

5. HOME NEWS.—
(MARCH 5-BUCH: 1600) CREDIT AND SAVINGS COOPERATIVES
IN RPR TODAY TOTAL 833, WITH A MEMBERSHIP OF SOME
228,000 AND OVER 17 MILLION LEI OF SOCIAL FUNDS.
(MARCH 5-BUCH: 2200) GRAPE YIELDS
IN GALATZ REGION LAST YEAR AVERAGED 5,400 KILOS PER
HECTARE, THE PEAK AVERAGE IN THE RPR.—
(MARCH 6-BUCH: 030) WOMEN'S ACHIEVEMENTS IN HONOR OF MARCH 8.
(MARCH 6-BUCH: 030) THERE ARE ABOUT 700 COLLECTIVE
FARMERS AND AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS WITH OVER 42,000
FAMILIES IN THE PITESTI REGION.—
(MARCH 15) TODAY IS TWELFTH ANNIVERSARY OF RPR PEOPLE'S
REGIME. ALL PAPERS MARK THE EVENT.—

6. WORLD SEEN FROM EAST.—
(MARCH 5-6) NEW YORK TIMES ON BRENTANO IN WASHINGTON:
US LEADERS TRYING TO CONSOLIDATE TIES WITH MOST LOYAL
WEST EUROPEAN PARTNER OF AMERICAN POLICY.—
ÖSTERREICHISCHE VOLKSTIMME ON 'SO-CALLED' GERMAN PRO-
PERTIES IN AUSTRIA: BY RECENT NEGOTIATIONS, CLAIMS OF
MG MANUFACTURERS WILL BE FULLY SATISFIED; 90 PERCENT
OF GERMAN PROPERTIES IN AUSTRIA WILL AGAIN BE OWNED BY
GERMAN MONOPOLISTS.—
AGENTS OF US OIL COMPANIES IN TURKEY FOR BUILDING
OF OIL PIPELINE FROM IRAN AND IRAN TO TURKEY.—
LYBIA:
- Ships of US Sixth Fleet to arrive in Greece tomorrow.
- Commentary on Adenauer reply to Khrushchev: "Note: In usual vein.
- Daily Telegraph and Morning Post: British people protest against planned construction of Teleguided Missiles Polygons.
- Arab League to US government: Any recognition of Israeli troops, a serious danger.
- Cairo Radio: Israel's decision to withdraw mirrors the failure of colonialists.

7. SCANTIEIA ATTACKS RADESCO, IMPERIALISTS
(MARCH 6; BUCH: 0815) Under heading "On Borders Between Two Worlds," Scantieia marks twelfth anniversary today of People's regime in RPR. After telling the story of "Romanian People's Struggle for Better Living," and attacking old leaders including Radescu, as well as US Imperialists supporting him, concludes:
"We have set up a new regime for the many, but not by listening too much to lessons given by the US millionnaire politicians, nor by our millionaires escaped beyond the borders. Neither did we give lessons to others, nor don't we want to send balloons with leaflets, nor paratroops with machine-guns in compliance with the principles of Rockefeller's democracy..."
(Note: For more details pls see today's Agerpresse)

BULGARIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS
MARCH 6, 1957

1. WOMEN'S DAY
(SOFIA, MARCH 6; 0630 HRS) Instead of the Rabotnichesko Delo leader, Radio Sofia broadcast an appeal by the CC of the BCP on occasion of the Women's Day on March 8. Reviewing past international events, and describing the struggle of progressive mankind for the preservation of peace, coexistence and extended cultural relations, the appeal underscores that the USSR's might is the best guarantee for a lasting peace. This influence forced the UK, France and Israel to evacuate Egypt, and crushed the counter-revolution in Hungary. There is no field in Bulgarian economy where the women have not penetrated already, be it agriculture, industry, or administration. The appeal asks the women in these positions to actively participate in the country's political life, and concluding calls for the execution of the 1957 economic plan.

2. 30 YEARS RABOTNICHESKO DELO
(SOFIA, MARCH 5; 2230 HRS) The restaurant "Opera" was the place where a meeting, commemorating the 30th anniversary of the BCP Rabotnichesko Delo, was held. Present at this meeting was, among others, also the CC First Secretary Todor Zhivkov, who spoke and again explained the importance of the Bulgarian government and party delegation's visit to Moscow.
3. INTERNATIONAL COMMENTARY.
(SOFIA, MARCH 5, 2130 HRS) "LACK OF POLITICAL REALISM" IS THE TITLIL OF A COMMENTARY BY KONSTANTIN BULJULIEV, WHICH TREATS THE EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN THE WEST GERMAN AND USSR GOVERNMENTS. THE COMMENTARY HAS NOTHING NEW TO ADD TO THE USUAL COMMUNIST PERCEPTION ON THIS TOPIC.

PRESS REVIEW.--
SOFIA (MARCH 5, 1230 HRS), SOFIA'S DAILIES REPORT ON THE FESTIVE OPENING OF THE BULGARIAN FILM FESTIVAL. GERGROVEZ MADE A SPEECH AT THE SOFIA PEOPLES OPERA HOUSE.
THE PRESS REPORTS ON THE CONCLUSION OF THE PLAN FOR COLLABORATION IN THE DOMAIN OF CULTURE BETWEEN BULGARIA AND HUNGARY.
SOBIA'S DAILIES DEVOTE ARTICLES TO 30TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE NEWSPAPER RABOTNICHESKO DELO AND ITS ROLE IN THE DESTRUCTION OF THE OPPOSITION AFTER SEPTEMBER 9TH, 1944, ETC.
OTHER PRESS TOPICS ARE: PREPARATIONS FOR 29TH CONGRESS OF UNITED AGRARIANS; THE ROLE OF UNITED AGRARIANS IN FATHERLAND FRONT; DISSEMINATION OF TRADE UNION LITERATURE; EXHIBITION OF ARTISTS' FILOV, HILLEV AND OTHERS; SHEPILOV'S SPEECH AT THE CONGRESS OF SOVIET ARTISTS; ELECTIONS TO LOCAL SOVIETS IN USSR; LEIPZIG FAIR, ETC.
ALL PAPERS PUBLISH THE STATEMENT OF DR. VENELIN NESHEV IVANOV WHO RETURNED HOME FROM EMIRATION. DR. IVANOV DESCRIBES THE TREACHEROUS ACTIVITY OF THE BULGARIAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE AND ITS SUBCOMMITTEES, IN ONE OF WHICH HE HAD BEEN A MEMBER. IVANOV WISHES THAT ALL EMIGREES SHOULD RETURN HOME AND SHOW TO AMERICAN BANKERS AND THEIR SERVANTS, THAT THE HOMELAND IS MUCH DEARER THAN THEIR ESPIONAGE DOLLARS.

EAST GERMAN HIGHLIGHTS MARCH 5-6, 1957--

1. ATTACKS AGAINST OENENHAUSER.
(EBERBACH, MARCH 5, 1910 HRS), MARTIN RADMANN IN COMMENTARY ATTACKS OELNHUEBER'S STAND DURING HIS US VISIT, WHICH DID NOT COMPLY WITH THE DECISIONS OF SPD PARTY CONGRESS.
OENENHAUSER HAS APPARENTLY FORGOTTEN THESE DECISIONS WHEN PACKING HIS CASES FOR HIS US TRIP. RADMANN ALSO SAID THAT ACCORDING TO OELNHUEBER AND SPD ATTITUDE, THEY ARE ON THE WAY OF LOSING NEXT ELECTIONS IN ADVANCE. IT IS CLEAR THAT THE ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN CANNOT BE WON BY A BEAUTY CONTEST WITH THE CDU BEFORE THE US PRESIDENTIAL CHAIR AND EISENHOWER. OELNHUEBER'S STATEMENT ON NON-EXISTENCE OF DIFFERENCES IN OPINION BETWEEN SPD AND US GOVERNMENT AS TO REUNIFICATION DOES NOT CONSTITUTE THE TURN OF THE POLICY DEMANDED BY SPD MEMBERS AND DECIDED UPON BY THE PARTY CONGRESS.

2. THE LEIPZIG FAIR.
ALL AFTERNOON BROADCASTS (MARCH 5), CONTACTS AT LEIPZIG WITH FOREIGN BUYERS ARE DEVELOPING FAVORABLY. MACHINE AND MACHINE TOOL BRANCHES ARE PREPARING CONTRACTS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF EGYPT, SYRIA, FINLAND, AUSTRIA, DENMARK, THE NETHERLANDS, BELGIUM AND OTHER COUNTRIES. MINISTER HEINRICH RAY SAID THAT THE LIGNITE DELIVERY CAPACITIES OF GDR ARE EQUAL TO DELIVERIES OF WEST GERMAN STEEL TO GDR. IF THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC CONCLUDES HIGHER OBLIGATIONS, GDR WILL SUPPLY MORE BRIQUETTE.
(EBERBACH, MARCH 5, 2120 HRS), WILHELM SCHENKEL IN COMMENTARY ON LEIPZIG FAIR SAID INTER ALIA THAT LEIPZIG ONCE AGAIN PROVES THAT THE RECOGNITION OF REALITIES IS A PRECONDITION FOR WORLD-WIDE TRADE. BUSINESSMEN AND WORKERS COMPLAIN AGAINST BONN'S DISCRIMINATORY MEASURES AIMED AT DISTURBING THE INNER-GERMAN TRADE. HINDRANCES WOULD BE PARTLY REMOVED IF BONN WOULD LESS REFLECT HOW TO BUILD A SMALL-EUROPEAN CUSTOMS UNION, SAID SCHENKEL.
YUGOSLAV HIGHLIGHTS MARCH 5-6, 1957

1. TANJUG REPORTS MARCH 5TH:-
FOREIGN SECRETARY KOCA POPOVIC ARRIVED IN BRUSSELS THIS MORNING (1); THE NORVEGIAN MINISTER OF SOCIAL WELFARE, HARLEM, AND THE PRESIDENT OF THE NORVEGIAN COMMITTEE FOR THE CARE OF HUNGARIAN REFUGEES, HALVORSSEN, WILL ARRIVE IN BELGRADE TOMORROW (3); TITO THIS MORNING RECEIVED THE AMERICAN POLITICAL WORKER AND PUBLICIST, CHESTER BOWLES, WHO IS AT PRESENT ON A PRIVATE VISIT IN YUGOSLAVIA (4); THE YUGO AIR TRANSPORTATION ENTERPRISE "JAT" IS REOPENING REGULAR FLIGHTS ON THE PARIS-BELGRADE-ATHENS-CAIRO LINE (5); PROPOSAL FOR THE REFORM OF VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS WAS RECENTLY ADOPTED BY THE FEDERAL COMMISSION FOR SCHOOL REFORMS (6); THE YUGO PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION ARRIVED IN LONDON TODAY (7); THE FIRST ISSUE OF A MONTHLY INFORMATION REVIEW ON YUGOSLAVIA CAME OUT TODAY (8); "BORKA" ON ISRAELI WITHDRAWAL (10); "POLITIKA" ON AFRICAN NATIONS (11); TITO CONGRATULATED KING SURAMARIT ON CAMBODIAN NATIONAL HOLIDAY (12).

2. KOCA POPOVIC IN BELGIUM:-
BELGRADE (MARCH 5, 1500 HRS), THE YUGOSLAV FOREIGN SECRETARY KOCA POPOVIC ARRIVED IN BELGIUM THIS MORNING ON AN OFFICIAL VISIT, IN BRUSSELS HE WAS WELCOMED BY THE BELGIAN FOREIGN MINISTER SPAAK AND OTHER PROMINENT BELGIAN OFFICIALS. DURING HIS VISIT, POPOVIC WILL ALSO MEET IN BELGIUM PRIME MINISTER VAN AKER, THE PRESIDENT OF THE PARLIAMENT HUYSSMANS, AND THE SENATE PRESIDENT GILLON. BROADCASTS AND PRESS ARE WIDELY OBSERVING THIS VISIT.

3. YUGO DEPUTIES IN BRITAIN:-
BELGRADE (MARCH 5, 1900 HRS), THE YUGOSLAV PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION HEADED BY MOSA PIJADE, ARRIVED IN LONDON TODAY ON A 10-DAY VISIT. BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE OFFICIAL PROGRAM, PIJADE WILL MEET SELVYN LLOYD TOMORROW MORNING.
FOREIGN RELATIONS.

ZAGREB (MARCH 5, 17:00 HRS), THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE US SENATE FOREIGN COMMITTEE, KLINE, WHO IS ON A VISIT TO YUGOSLAVIA, TOURED TODAY SOME AGRICULTURAL OBJECTS IN OSIJEK AND BELJE.

ZAGREB (MARCH 5, 19:30 HRS), THE YUGOSLAV ENVOY IN JORDAN, ZORE, CALLED ON TODAY THE JORDANIAN KING HUSEIN, THE JORDANIAN PREMIER, AND THE FOREIGN MINISTER.

BELGRADE (MARCH 5, 22:00 HRS), THE STATE UNDER-SECRETARY IN THE BRITISH FOREIGN MINISTRY, KETYER, GAVE A RECEPTION THIS EVENING FOR THE DELEGATION OF THE YUGOSLAV JOURNALIST UNION WHICH IS ON A VISIT IN BRITAIN.

BELGRADE (MARCH 5, 24:00 HRS), THE DELEGATION OF THE YUGOSLAV SOCIALIST ALLIANCE LEFT FOR BELGIUM TODAY, WHERE IT WILL BE GUEST OF THE BELGIAN SOCIALISTS. THE MEMBERS OF THE DELEGATION ARE MILOS MINIC, MILIJAN NEORICIC, VLADIMIR BAKARIC, AND MARIJA VILJAN.

DOMESTIC NEWS.

BELGRADE (MARCH 5, 17:00 HRS), THE CENTRAL COUNCIL OF THE SOCIALIST ALLIANCE OF MONTENEGRO CALLED ON LOCAL ORGANISATIONS TO USE THIS YEAR'S CELEBRATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN-DAY FOR SETTLEMENT OF NUMEROUS PROBLEMS OF WORKING WOMEN.

ZAGREB (MARCH 5, 17:00 HRS), THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY OF THE SOCIETY OF FLOUR PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING INDUSTRY WAS HELD IN OPATIJA TODAY.

ZAGREB (MARCH 5, 19:30 HRS), SPEAKING AT A CONSULTATION ON CURRENT ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN ZAGREB, THE PRESIDENT OF THE CROATIAN REPUBLICAN ASSEMBLY, BAKARIC, DECLARED TODAY THAT IN FUTURE FUNDS CAN BE INVESTED ONLY IN ALREADY COMPLETED OBJECTS, AND THAT ONLY THOSE OBJECTS CAN BE BUILD, WHICH DO NOT DEPEND ON IMPORTED RAW MATERIAL. IN HIS REPORT BAKARIC FURTHER EXTENSIVELY DEALT WITH HOUSING CONSTRUCTION, AND WITH PROBLEMS OF AGRICULTURE.

ALBANIAN MONITORING HIGHLIGHTS - MARCH 5-6, 1957 -

1. THE PRESS.

(MARCH 6-TIRANA: 06:40) ZERI I POPULLIT COMMENTING EDITORIALLY ON HEALTH MEASURES IN ALBANIAN STORES DEPLORING THAT LAST YEAR HEALTH CONTROL AGENCIES PROHIBITED SALE OF TEN MILLION LEK OF FOODSTUFF.

2. FOREIGN RELATIONS.

(MARCH 5-TIRANA: 22:00) FOREIGN MINISTER BEHAR SHTYLLA HAS RECEIVED GREEK DEPUTY ILLIAS BREHIMA.

-CHAIRMAN OF BELGIAN NATIONAL GROUP OF TOURIST AGENCIES EMIL WITH TODAY SIGNED IN TIRANA A CONTRACT FOR ALBANO-BELGIAN EXCHANGE OF TOURISTS IN 1957.
SOCIALIST COLLABORATION.
(MARCH 5-TIRANA: 2000) THE USSR TOURIST DELEGATION HAS LEFT TIRANA AFTER SIGNING TOURIST ACCORD FOR 1957. THIS YEAR, NINE GROUPS OF SOVIET TOURISTS WILL TOUR ALBANIA.

HOME NEWS.
(MARCH 5-TIRANA: 1830) THE TIRANA NATIONAL LIBRARY HAS 22,500 VOLUMES, MOST OF WHICH HELP THE STUDY OF ALBANIAN HISTORY.

(2000) AT A MEETING WITH CITRUS GROWERS, WITH MEHMEN SHEHU ATTENDING, IN HIMARE RECENTLY, FIRST SECRETARY OF VLORE COMMUNAL PARTY COMMITTEE GAQO NESHO SAID IN PART THAT, BETWEEN 1945 AND 1957, 26,000 CITRUS TREES WERE PLANTED IN THE AREA, AND THAT ANOTHER 80,000 WILL BE PLANTED BY 1960. ABOUT 53.5 PERCENT OF THESE TREES WILL BE PLANTED IN THE VLORE COMMUNITY.

(MARCH 5-TIRANA: 2000) ON MARCH 1 AND TWO, THE KORCE DISTRICT PARTY COMMITTEE MET TO DISCUSS CATTLE BREEDING. IN 1955, SHEEP IN THE DISTRICT TOALED 169,710; BY 1960 THEY WILL TOTAL 176,400.

THE BUILDERS OF THE ENVER HYDROPOWER STATION REALIZED THE FEBRUARY PLAN, 117 PERCENT.

-MINISTRY FOR AGRICULTURE ANNOUNCES THAT, DUE TO FAVORABLE WEATHER, PLOWING CONDITIONS HAVE IMPROVED.

(2200) THE ELBASAN DISTRICT AND THE COMMUNITIES OF BERAT, VLORE, AND LUSHNJIE HAVE FULFILLED THE OLIVE QUOTA DELIVERY PLAN; THEREFORE THE STATE PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE GRANTS THEM TO SELL FREELY THEIR SURPLUSES OF OLIVES AND OIL.